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On Wednesday 16th May, Artcurial hosted its spring 

auction dedicated to Design. Under the guidance of Hervé 

Poulain, the auction totals €4,388,315 / $5,178,212 including 

fees, doubling its global estimate, with 86% of lots sold.  

 

French and International collectors actively demonstrated their 

interest in the contemporary design masters, including Martin 

Szekely and Marc Newson. However, it was Charlotte Perriand 

Nuage bookshelf that obtained the auction’s highest result. 

After a long fifteen-minute battle amongst in-room, phone 

and internet bidders, the bookshelf, never before seen on the 

art market was sold for €691,000/ $815,380 including fees, or 

more than 4 times its estimate. In addition, a set comprising a 

credenza Droit and a wall locker with sliding doors by the 

artist also achieved a high price at auction at €418,000/ 

$493,240 including fees. 

 

A key figure in the auction, Jean Prouvé obtained the second 

highest price of the day. The enthusiasm for the French 

designer’s pieces throughout the world is undeniable. Among 

the designer’s pieces of furniture offered at auction, the 1954 

Table dite Trapèze was purchased for €641,400 / 756 $852 

including fees. Still by Jean Prouvé, a floor lamp Air France 

Afrique doubled its estimate to €209,000 / $246,620 including 

fees. Sold for € 130,000 / $153,400 including fees, a swivel 

chair mod. FP11 by the artist quadrupled its estimate. 

The lamp Grand Echassier by François-Xavier Lalanne also 

obtained a remarkable auction of €149,500 / $176,410 

 

 

 

In closing, to mention pieces from the masters of 

contemporary  that also seduced clients, the Marc Newson 

Black Hole Chop Top , sold for €232,200/ $273,996 including 

fees, well within its estimate and a Blanche table by Martin 

Szekely sold for €110,000/ $129,800 .

« The success of this auction was enabled by 

the unique aspect of the pieces offered, 

never before seen on the art market, pieces 

that our clients coveted, such as Charlotte 

Perriand’s « Nuage » bookshelf » 

 

 

Emmanuel Bérard, Director 

Design, Artcurial 
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